CALL FOR RECIPES

We are putting together a little book of notable potables: *Cocktails for Counsel: What Some Good Lawyers Drink*. We’ve collected a few good old recipes associated with pillars of the bar, but we want more. So, we invite you to send us your favorites. Please complete this form (or put the called-for information in the body of an email) and send it to editors@greenbag.org. The deadline? New Year’s Day, 2018.

Your name: __________________________________________________________

Name of the drink: ___________________________________________________

Ingredients (and amounts):

_________________________  _________________________
_________________________  _________________________

Instructions:

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Interesting information about the drink:

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Guidelines: We are open-minded. We are interested in both the traditional cocktail (as the term has been used since 1803 to mean a “drink, consisting of spirit mixed with a small quantity of bitters, some sugar, etc.”) and the modern mocktail (as the term has been used since 1936 to mean a “blended non-alcoholic drink consisting of a mixture of fruit juices, etc.”).¹ But please: (a) no controlled substances (we seek to promote only lawful acts) and (b) no bile (we seek to promote only good-spirited mixing).

¹ OED ONLINE (Mar. 2017).